Steve Alaimo – single – of “Where the action is” fame as host.

On Buck Owen’s “Love’s gonna live here” there are only three notes from the piano! It could be Leon!
On “Let her go” there is more piano but it’s buried behind the drums. Arranged by Bill Justis. A “maybe”.

Steve Alaimo – LP

6-track mini LP
Steve Alaimo - the original host of the TV-show “Where the action is” (along with Linda Scott and produced by Dick Clark) - sings and it sure sounds like Leon is playing the piano on the first two tracks.

The six tracks are taken from the album of the same name (11 tracks). Paul Revere and the Raiders was the house band of the TV-show. This record is a “maybe Leon”.

Where the action is (background piano)
Sweet little sixteen (lots of piano but mixed down)
500 miles (no piano)
Papa’s got a brand new bag (no piano)
Personality (no piano)
Blowin’ in the wind (no piano)
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